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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
)

BILL M. BEVAN
Appellant

)

-vsx
FRED C. SCKWENDIMAN, Chief
of Driver License Services,
Depart of Public Safety, )
State of Utah
ResjDondent

CASE NO. $8 0171-CA

_

JURISDICTION AND DISPOSITION IN LOWER COURT
Jurisdiction to review the final order of
the Third Judicial District Court affirming the Department
of Public Safety per se suspension of Appellant's drivers
license is granted this court by Utah Constitution, Article
VII, Section 5, Utah Code Anno, 78-2A-3 and Rules of Utah
Court of Appeals, Rule 3 (1987 as amended).
i

This is an appeal from the per se suspension
of appellants1 drivers license by the department of Public
Safety which suspension was affirmed by a final written
Order of the Third District Court.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
ISSUE:

The Hearing Examinerfs order o|f suspension because

there was insufficient competent evidence to establish that
appellant violated U.C.A. 41-6-44 was arbitrary and capricous,
POINT ONE:
The Department of Public Safetyfs theory

for suspension was that Bevan's

blood alcohol exceeded .08

percent rather than that he was under the influence to a
degree that rendered him incapable of safely driving a vehicle.
POINT TWO:
No proper foundation for the Intoxilizer Test
results existed as mandated by U.C.A. 41-6-44.3.
POINT THREE:
Absent the Intoxilizer Test results there
existed no competent evidence to establish that appellant
violated U.C.A. 41-6-44.
POINT FOUR:
The Department of Public Safety suspended
Appellant pursuant to an initialed minute entry of the Third
District Court from which appeal has been taken; therefore,
the District Court should not have entered the Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and an Order.
DETERMINATIVE STATUES
Utah Code Anno. 41-2-130
Utah Code Anno. 41-6-44
Utah Code Anno. 41-6-44.3
STATEMENT OF CASE
NATURE OF CASE
The case concerns the ultimate question
whether this court shall order the Department of Public
Safety, Drivers License Services, reinstate the appellantfs
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drivers license which the Department suspended for a period
i

of 90 days pursuant to the Findings and (Order of Bob
Standing, hearing officer, Drivers License Services.
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION IDf LOWER COURT AND AGENCY
On 12-14-87, hearing officer Bob Standing
subsequent to an administrative hearing suspended Appellant's
drivers license. Appellant had been arfested on 11-15-87
for violation of West Jordan, Utah, City Code 9-5-201
violation D.U.I..

Suspension became effective 12-15-87,

and but for two judicial interruptions, was scheduled to
run for three months.
Petitioner/Appellant filled his petition for
review on 12-16-87. A stay of the suspension, pending a
hearing upon the petition was issued on 12-17-87
On
12-21-87/ the Petition was amended.

Thje District Court on

2-29-88 by a written initialedminute orde|r affirmed the
administrative suspension.

Based upon this signed Order,

the Department of Public Safety effective 2-29-88 suspended
appellant's license until 5-25-88. Appeal was filed 3-10-88.
Appellant filed a District Court Motion for
i

a Stay of the suspension pending appea][.

On 3-15-88, the

District Court rejected the Motion forja Stay of Suspension.
On 3-30-88, the Respondent filed District Court Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order.

On 3-31-88,

Appellant objected to the proposed Findings of Fact etc..
The District Court denied appellant's <pr>jections.
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Appellant filed a motion in this Court for
a stay of suspension pending appeal.

On 4-26-88, this

Court stayed the suspension of appellant's license.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
On 11-15-87 at either 0240 A.M. or 0255 A.Me
at 7350 So. 1300 W. Officer Snodgrass of the West Jordan
Police Dept. arrested appellant Mark Bevan for violation
of West Jordan, City Code 9-5-201 (D.U.I.), (Appendix 1 ) .
Mr. Bevan was issued a D.U.I. Summons and Citation describing
the charges (Appen.2). He was transported to the West Jordan
Police Dept..

Officer Snodgrass forgot to obtain Mr. Sevan's

signature upon the citation and to fingerprint Mr. Bevan.
(Appendix

3

at

). A Chemical Test, ie: Intoxilizer

was taken by Mr. Bevan.
the test.

Officer Snodgrass administered

Only one test was taken«

The test machine error

light indicator came on alerting Officer Snodgrass to an
error in testing.

Officer Snodgrass despite the error

indicator proceeded with the test and took the test results
of .14% as valid proof of a blood-alcohol level .in excess
of .08%. The criminal charge in West Jordan J. P. Court
was
was dismissed. The charge / amended to an improper left turn
for which Mr. Bevan plead guilty.
A per se suspension hearing pursuant to U.C.A.
41-2-130 was held on 12-14-87. The hearing officer at the
hearing stated that formal rules of evidence and procedure
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would not strictly apply.
documentary evidence.

He took judicial notice of

(Appendix

4

at

2

)«

He

heard the testimony of appellant,/tRe arresting and
assisting officers. (Appendix

4

at

1

) . The

hearing officer entered a report of proceedings of hearing
for administrative suspension,entered Findings of Fact
and ruled that there was evidence of chfemical test/or
other basis for the officers determination that the driver
was in violation of 41-6-44.
(ie drugs); explain:

Test results .14% or other

driving pattern, pdor of alcohol,

field-test, chemical test.
The testimoney of the arlresting and
assisting officer is set forth within the transcript
(Appendix

4

at 1-20) ; nevertheless, factual evidence

concerning appellant's driving pattern and field sobriety
tests is highlighted hereinafter.
On the night of his arrest Mr. Bevan had
been working two jobs and had driven his boss home from
work.

J

Officer Snodgrass observed appellant on a deserted

street at 2:30 A.M..

He witnessed appellant successfully

negotiate around an island, enter a tuirn lane, make a
left turn with his left tire on the center-line, over correct
his turn and immediately return the vejiicle to its proper
lane position. (Appendix _j

at 3 , 7 ,Q } .

Appellant admitted he hhd been drinking
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alcohol.

He was given three field sobriety tests.

On the

finger count test, he counted and completed the test, but
officer Snodgrass failed him because Mr. Bevan started the
test early, and officer Snodqrass fails everyone who starts
the test early.
4

at

Mr. Bevan did the one-legged stand. (Appendix

3 f 4,6 f 8 f 9)•

He

told officer Snodgrass that he could

not do this test whether drinking or not. (Appendix

4

at _ £ _ ) • Mr. Bevan performed the heel to toe test.
Officer Snodgrass failed Appellant because he performed a
spin rather than a pivot. (Appendix

4

at s Q m ) • The

hearing examiner took judicial notice of documentary evidence.
A checklist of evidence is found upon page 1. of (Appendix
5

at

i

) . There was no Operational checklist of

the test instrument submitted.

The Utah Highway Patrol

record of the chemical test machine test and affidavit
although checked as received was incomplete because one-half
of the affidavit of certification and custodianship in re:
the intoxilizer machine was missing.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Appellant was arrested for D.U.I, ie:
driving a motor vehicle with a blood alcohol content of
.08% or greater.

Nowhere on the D.U.I, report does the

arresting officer state that appellant was under the
influence of alcohol to a degree that rendered him incapable
of safely operating a motor vehicle.
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The Hearing Examiner

found as fact that appellant was under krrest for violation
of U.C.A. 41-6-44.

A chemical test was administered by an

officer certified to do so. All operational procedures
and requirements were met to insure proper working order
of the test machine and there was evidence of a chemical
test result of ?14% for the officers determination that
the driver was in violation of U.C.A. 41-6-44.

The decision

to suspend appellant's license was an arbitrary and capricous
decision because the order to suspend w$s not supported by
a residium of competent legal evidence.
The mandates of U.C.A. 41-6-44.3 which govern
the admissability of Intoxilizer Test results were not met.
The test results cannot be presumed valid.

The only

foundation permitted for introduction of the breath test
(Intoxilizer) result is the Operational' Checklist.

No such

list was provided the Hearing Examiner.! Affidavits establishing
the proper maintenance of the test machine and that the test
was administered by a qualified operator were not presented
to the Hearing Officer; therefore, the (foundation mandated
for the Operational Checklist was not present.
of the affidavit was submitted.

Only one-half

Other indicia of reliability

were not present before the Hearing Officer.

The Affidavits

declared that the Intoxilizer machine Was broken, and during
the one test the error light indicator flashed that there
was test error.

Absent the test result, the appellant's

license suspension was arbitrary and capricous.
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Neither the driving pattern of appellant nor his sobriety
test results established competent evidence that appellants
blood alcohol was .08 or greator or that he was under the
influence of alcohol to a degree that rendered him incapable
of safely operating an automobile.
DETAIL OF ARGUMENT
ISSUE:
The Hearing Examiner's order of suspension
because there was insufficient competent evidence to establish
that appellant violated U.C*A. 41-6-44 was arbitrary and
capricous.
In Utah as well as in most states the
ownership of a drivers license is oftentimes referred to as
a priviledge and not a right.

Drunk drivers impose a terrible

consequence upon society, but the right to drive is a valuable
right or privilege which enjoys a protective status.
Ballard v. State Motor Vehicle Division, 595 P.2d 1302 (Utah 1979),
cited in, Kehl vs. Schwendiman, 735 P.2d 413 (Utah App. 1987),
citing, Bell vs. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 91 S. Ct. 1586,
29 L.Ed 2d 90 (1971) (Procedural Due Process).
Upon arrest for D.U.I, a license holder faces
two challanges to their privilege to drive.

The criminal

court may suspend and/or the Department of Motor Vehicles,
Drivers License Services,may suspend.

Upon arrest, a driver

unless they request a hearing will be suspended for 90 days.
Unfortunately, despite indicia of procedural due process,
8

the hearing examiner can rubber stamp suspensions without
regard to foundational requirements concerning breath tests.
Chemical tests for blood alcohol levels via breath, blood or
urine are generally considered reliable objective
scientific evidence.

Permitting Hearing Examiner's to

suspend licenses without evidence which statutorily qualifies
as presumptively valid test results leases a Hearing
Examiner making arbitrary decisions concerning a persons
valuable privilege to drive without benefit of objectaLle
generally accepted scientific evidence-it results in
conjecture by a third party who was not' present to witness
the accuseds alleged violative behavior
The "residium rule" applies to per se drivers
license suspension hearings.

It means that there must be

sufficient competent evidence introduced at the administrative
hearing.

The rule quarantees that thefexaminer'sdecision

of suspension is supported by reliable legal evidence and
assures that the privilege to drive is \not suspended arbitrarily,
Kehl vs. Schwendiman, 735 P.2d 413 (Utah App. 1987). In three
cases, the court has made it clear that without chemical test
results, there is no residium of competent legal evidence,
so the decision to suspend must be reversed as arbitrary and
capricous.

See, Kehl, Id. see, Williaids vs. Schwendiman, 63

Ut. Adv. Rep. 40 (Utah App. 1987), see, Harry vs. Schwendiman,
63 Ut. Adv. Rep. 40 (Utah App. 1987).
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POINT ONE:
The Department of Public Safety's theory
for suspension was that Sevan's blood alcohol exceeded
•08% percent rather than that he was under the influence
to a degree that rendered him incapable of safely driving
a vehicle*
To revoke or suspend a drivers' license,
the examiner must find (1) either a blood alcohol content
of .08 percent, or that the driver was under the influence
of alcohol or any drug or the combined influence of alcohol*
and any drug to a degree which renders the person incapable
of safely driving a vehicle.
(1983).

U.C.A. 41-6-44 & 41-2-19.6

The respondent faced with so many mandatory

foundational deficiences and evidentory indicia of machine
malfunction seeks to have Mr. Sevan's suspension fall
under the catch-all provision of U.C.A. 41-6-44 namely;
alcohol to a degree which rendered Mr. Bevan incapable of
safely driving.

A review of the record reveals that neither

the arresting officer nor the hearing examiner suspended the
license of appellant under this theory.

Rather, the record

reveals consistent reliance upon the chemical test of
appellant's breath.
Nowhere upon the First Report or Citation
of Officer Snodgrass does he declare that he was arresting
appellant because he was under the influence to a degree which
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rendered him incapable of safe driving.
D.U.I..

He alleges only

The D.U.I, report form is geared and designed

for the taking of chemical tests.

The test results

exceeded .08% and Officer Snodgrass arrested Mr. Bevan
and he then appraised Mr. Bevan of his constitutional
Rights.

Like the arresting officer the hearing examiner

relied on the chemical test.

He reviewed the officers

report, the citation, test record results, Utah Highway
Patrol maintenance affidavits, and oral testimoney to
find that appellant had a blood alcohol level of .14%;
thereby, chemically evidencing the violation of 41-6-44.
Further review of the hearing examiner's report confirms
this claim because at page 2 paragraph 1, a, b, c, d, e, f,
and g and page 3 and 4 findings A, B, C, D, E, and G the
examiner theorized the suspension upon A blood-alcohol level
exceeding .08%.
POINT TWO:
No proper foundation for the Intoxilizer
test results existed as mandaged by U.C+A. 41-6-44.3.
The Hearing Examiner declared that formal rules
of evidence and procedure did not apply and he took judicial
notice of the Intoxilizer Test Results.

The foundational

requirements for blood alcohol tests must be met prior to
the hearing officer considering the test results.
requirements are as follows:
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The

1.

The Commissioner of public safety

shall establish standards for the administration
and interpretation of chemical analysis of a
person's breath including standards of training.
2.

In any action or proceeding in which

it is material to prove that a person was driving
or in actual physical control of a vehicle while
under the influence of alcohol or driving with
a blood alcohol content of .08% or greater.
Documents offered as memoranda or records of
acts, conditions or events to prove that the
analysis and accuracy of the instrument were
made pursuant to standards established in
subsection (1) shall be admissible if:
a.

The judge finds that they were made

in the regular course of investigation at or
about the time of the act, condition or event;
and
b.

The source of information from which

made and the method circumstances of their
preparation were such as to indicate their
trustworthiness.
3.

If the judge finds that the standards

established under subsection (1) and the provisions
of subsection (2) have been met, there shall be
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a presumption that the test re$ults are valid
and further foundation for introduction of the
evidence is unnecessary.

Utah Code Anno.

41-6-44.3*
The Utah Supreme Court i4 interpretation of
U.C.A. 41-6-44.3 said,
"The accuracy of the breithalizer test
depends upon the proper functioning of
the machine and the proper compounding
of chemicals in the ampoules.

Prior

to acceptance of affidavits to establish
a presumption of validity of test results
U.C.A. 41-6-44.3 requires a finding by
the trial court that (1)|the calibration
and testing for accuracy of the breathalyzer
and the ampoules were performed in accordance
with the standards established by the
Commissioner of Public S&fety, (2) the
affidavits were prepared in the regular
course of the public officer's duties, (3)
that they were prepared contemporaneously
with the act, condition tor event, and (4)
the "source of information from which made
and the method and circumstances of their
preparation were such as to indicate their
trustworthiness."
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Kehl vs. Schwendiman, 735 P.2d 413 (Utah App. 1987),
citing, Murray City, vs. Hall, 663 P.2d 1314 (Utah 1983).
In order to establish a foundation for a test
result, the proponent must meet the mandate of paragraph
1 above; namely, an Operational Checklist required by
the Standards Established by the Commissioner of Public
Safety must be present.

The Operational Checklist is

mandatory, and it is the only foundation for the admission
of breathalyzer test results.

see, Breath Testing Regulations,

Department Public Safety, Part I, II, (Appendix

6

at

2 ) .

Kehl vs. Schwendiman, 735 P.2d 413, 416, 417 (Utah App. 1987).
In order to lay a foundation for the Operational
Checklist there must be affidavits which meet the mandate of
paragraph

two just quoted; namely, there must be proper

affidavits.

The record before the hearing examiner was

fatally flawed because in the first instance no Operational
Checklist was submitted to the hearing examiner, and
according to Kehl vs. Schwendiman, Id., it is mandatory
prior to consideration of test results. At bar, the testing
officer orally stated that he followed the Operational
Checklist.

Assuming the Court finds this sufficient, the

foundational requirements mandating affidavits were also
fatally flawed.
In lieu of producing a witness to establish
the proper functioning of the test machine and the proper
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compounding of the chemicals in the ampoules, the Dept.
relied upon an affidavit. (Appendix

7 & 8 at

). As

will be discussed later the affidavit established that
the test machine functioned improperly.

Important

independently of this truth is the fact that the entire
affidavit was not before the Hearing Officer.
officer was (Appendix ? & 8 at

Before the

) . The entire

affidavit which complies with Murray City vs. Hall,
663 P.2d 1314 (Utah 1983) consists of t^o pages. An
example of the missing page is (Appendi^

9

at

).

The affidavit submitted without the first page failed to
establish custodianship of the maintenance portion of
the affidavit.

There was no proper foundation for the

keeping of the document or the certification of the
technicians.

Without such a foundation^ the examiner

could not consider the test results as ^alid.
The Hearing Examiner did rot have before
him other indicia of trustworthiness,

^he affidavit as

well as the evidence at time of testing showed
untrustworthiness.
The test took place on November 15, 1987.
The results submitted despite an error indication at the
time of the test showed a reading of .14%. In order to
establish proper machine functioning th$ Dept. submitted
two affidavits of maintenance-both of wliich were devoid
of the custodial portion of the affidavit.
1987, the Affidavit (Appendix

15

7

at

On November 30,

I ) demonstrates

that the Zero Set, Error indicator and Printer check and
the subparts thereof did not function properly.

In other

words the machine would not properly start at zero alcohol
readouts.

The fixed absorption calibration test, the

sample test and reading test also did not function.
machine was removed for repairs.

The

The results of the test

show the test machine was not working properly.

To find

the test results of .14% admissable absent evidence that
the machine functioned properly is erroneous.

The officer

while testing appellant became alerted to a problem in the
test in that the Error Light Indicator became lit.

The

testing officer ignored the error light and took the test
results given of .14% and submitted the results as valid
results.

In todays age, the test machine is relied upon

to provide accurate results.

It is improper to iqnor a

fail-safe device or a dummy light.

The machine is designed

to alert the user to an error in testing.

It is not up to

the testing officer or hearing officer to ignore the machine's
error indications and proceed as if the test results were
valid.
POINT THREE:
Absent the Intoxilizer test results there
existed no competent evidence to establish that appellant
violated U.C.A. 41-6-44.
The record does not sustain a finding that
appellant was under the influence of alcohol to a degree
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which rendered him incapable of safely ^riving.

Evidence

of appellants driving pattern, field sobriety tests,
admissions and physical appearance does not establish
competent legal evidence that he violated U.C.A. 41-6-44.3.
The arresting officer evaluated the field
sobriety tests as follows:

finger count, fails everyone

who starts the finger count test early.
properly with no problems.
stood on one leg.

Appellant counted

The one legged stand-appellant

The heel to toe test*-the officer said

appellant performed a spin instead of pivot on the last
step.

There were no objective facts such as loss of balance

or finger to finger coordination.
reviewed.

Facts are objectively

There is simply nothing in tjie Field Sobriety

test to objectively evidence alcohol ingestion to the
magical point of inability to safely drive.
The driving pattern is not too bad.

Appellant

admittedly made an improper left turn; however, there was
no pattern of weaving or other evidence.

Respondent takes

the testimoney of the observing officer out of context.
It is clear that Appellant at approx. 2:30 A.M. on a
deserted

street drove properly around $n island entered

the left turn lane drove with his left jtire on the centerline
and made the left turn over-corrected and brought his vehicle
right back into his lane.

Respondent tries to make it appear

that Appellant was driving in the wrong lane. Appellant only
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over corrected on his turn and partially crossed the
center-line briefly.

(Appendix 4 at 3, 7, 8).

Appellant admitted he had drank alcohol.
Ke gave an honest answer•
ingested alcohol.

It is not illegal to have

He should not be punished for honesty.

Appellant's eyes were red.

He had been working all day

as a sheetrocker and that night as bartender until after
closing and clean-up.
The facts at bar are very similar to the
facts of the cases Williams vs. Schwendiman/ Id. and Harry
vs. Schwendiman, Id..

In Williams, the test result was

.16% while at bar the result was .14%. In Williams, the
driver did not do well on the field sobriety tests and at
bar the same could be said.

However, in Williams the driver

was sleeping behind the wheel of a running vehicle while at
and
bar appellant made an improper left turn. In Harry/at bar the
driver admitted drinking.

The Court in Williams looked at

the evidence absent evidence of breath test evidence and
held that no evidence was present to sustain a finding that
appellant was under the influence of alcohol to a degree
which rendered him incapable of safely driving a vehicle.
In sum, the objective evidence present before
the hearing officer absent the breath test results does not
sustain the decision of the hearing officer to suspend.
POINT FOUR:
The Department of Public Safety suspended
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appellant pursuant to a signed minute ehtry of the Third
District Court from which appeal has be£n taken; therefore,
the District Court should not have enteted the Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and an Order.
On 2-29-88 Judge Sawaya tendered his
decision to affirm the Hearing Examiner's order of
suspension.

He initialed the decision, and it was mailed

to respective counsel.

The Department c£>f Motor Vehicles

obviously considered the decision a fin^l written order
upon the issue because it suspended appellant's right to
drive as of 2-29-88.

The Findings of F#ct, Conclusions
by
of Law and Order objected to /Appellant Were filed at a
time when jurisdiction of the case was it the Court of

Appeals.

U.C.A. 78-2A-3.

Respondent $eeks to bootstrap

into the record a conclusion of law not made by the
arresting officer or hearing examiner tlfiat appellant had
been operating a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol
rendering him incapable of safely driviifig.

The District

Court had no jurisdiction to enter Findings, Conclusions or
the Order.

In review of this case, the Report of the

Hearing Examiner which contains his findings and conclusions
and the written initialed order affirming the suspension
should be considered the final order on appeal rather than
the Findings and Conclusion and Order of Judge Sawaya.
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CONCLUSION
The privilege of Mr. Bevan, Appellant, to
drive should be reinstated by this Court because the
decision of the hearing examiner to suspend which decision
was affirmed by the Third District Court was arbitrary
and capricous.

The evidence of test results of .14% could

not statutorily have been considered by the hearing officer
or court because no operational checklist was submitted
as foundation and no proper custodial affidavits were
submitted to establish foundation * Moreover, the affidavits
describe an untrustworthy broken machine, and at the time of
testing the error light flashed on.

The remaining evidence

is insufficient competent evidence upon which to sustain
the suspension of appellant's license.
improperly suspended for 59 days.

Appellant has been

Appellant respectfully

prays this court reverse the trial court affirmation of
the Department of Public Safety suspension.
Respectfully submitted.

^-^w^—
DAVID J</BERCEAU
Attorney for Appellant
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(1-20)

Transcription of Official Jape
of the Hearing
December 14, 1987
H.O.: Bob Standing
Att.: David J. Berceau
Driver: Bill M. Bevan
DL # 1019337
D.O.B.: 09-25-53

H.O.:

This administrative suspension hearing is held for Bill M. Bevan.
Date of birth is 9-25-53.
arrest was 11-15-87.

Driver Licence No. 1019337. Date of

Location of this hearing is the West Valley

City Driver License Office.

The date of the hearing is 12-14-87.

Time set for the hearing is 9:30 A.M.
Standing.

The Hearing Officer is Bob

The arresting officer is Officer Snodgrass of the West

Jordan Police Department.

Witness officer is Officer Albrecht of

the West Jordan Police Department.

Mr. Bevan is present for the

hearing and is being represented by David J. Berceau.

This hearing

is being conducted at the driver's request in accordance with
Section 41-2-130 Utah Code Annotated, fallowing his arrest for
driving while under the influence of alcohol or drugs or a
combination of alcohol and drugs.

Formal rules of evidence and

procedure shall not strictly apply.

Howbver, as the Hearing

Officer, I will take sworn testimony and consider all relevant
evidence presented at this hearing.

If the driving privilege is

suspended, the driver shall have the right to petition a court of
record in the county in which the driver resides within thirty days
after the effective date of such suspension for judicial review by
the court, as provided for in Section 41 2-131, Utah Code
Annotated.

At this time, I would like Officer Snodgrass and

Officer Albrecht and Mr. Bevan to please stand and raise your right
hands.

Do each one of you swear to tell the truth at this hearing,

so help you God?
Officer:

I do.

Witness:

I do.

Driver:

I do.

H.O.:

Thank you. Administrative notice is taken of the fact that the
Driver License Division is in receipt of the following documents
and information which are official records on file with this
Department.

The officer's report submitted in compliance with Utah

Code Annotated 41-2-130.

Notice and citation served by the officer

of the Department's intent to suspend, and information on how to
receive a hearing by the Department.

Hearing request made within

ten days. Test machine record of test results.

Utah Highway

Patrol record of the chemical test machine maintenance test and
affidavits.

First of all, Officer Snodgrass, we have received a

DUI Citation Report Form submitted to the Driver License Division
on Mr. Bill M. Bevan, would you identify those documents as the
ones you prepared and sent in to the Department?
Officer:

I did send them in.

H.O.:

Did you sign the DUI Report Form?

Officer:

Yes, I did.

H.O.:

Is everything in that report true and correct to the best of your
knowledge?

Officer:

Yes it is.

H.O.:

Officer Snodgrass, at this time, would you give me the facts which
lead you to believe that this driver had been driving or in actual
physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of
2

alcohol or drugs?
Officers

I observed Mr. Bevan on 7800 South approximately 1500 West.

The

driving pattern, I observed him cross the centerline and then come
back, driving with his left tires right on top of the > el] ow ] :i tie
I observed Mr. Bevan then make a left hand turn from 7800 South
onto 1300 West*

At which time on his left hand turn, he

over-corrected slight] y entering i nto the oncoming lane of traffic,
corrected come back into his lane.

Befbre I could get him stopped,

he crossed the centerline, drifted across the centerline two more
times.
H.O.:

Okay, what happened after you stopped him?

Officer:

When I approached the vehicle Mr. Sevan! was sitting behind the
wheel with the motor running, he was the only occupant in the
vehicle.

I asked Mr. Bevan if he had had anything to drink.

stated that he had had a few drinks.

He

At this t:i me I had Mr. Bevan

step out of the vehicle and perform fie]Ld sobriety tests for me.
The first test.
HJhi

W'h) • di d yoi i a sk hi in i £ he had had anything to drink or to perform
field sobriety tests?

Officer:

I could smell, a slight odor of alcohol bn his breath.

Due t;. ;fte

fait that Ins driviih' p a l i e m , I ("Hi! thai he lud ]x>ssiblv had been
drinking.
H.O.:

Okay, then you had him do some field sobriety tests?

Officer:

Yes, I had hi m step oi it of the vehicle and do fiel d sobriety
tests.

The first test I had him do was, the finger count.

Mr. Bevan started the test before the instructions were completed.
He then stopped and asked how ma i ly tiraeshe was to perform the
test.

' Ilie second test I had him do was the one legged stand.
3

He

raised his leg, counted to three, put his foot down and stated I
couldn't do that without having anything to drink.
was the walk and turn.

The third test

Mr. Bevan stepped out of the instructional

phase, walked down nine steps, didn't touch heel to toe, he had
about an inch space between his heel and his toe. He made an
improper turn rather than pivoting on his turn, he spun around on
his turn. He side-stepped on his third step back and then took
normal steps for the remainder of the tests.

Officer Albrecht,

correction, I performed the nystagmus test on Mr. Bevan. I
observed nystagmus while tracking at hisraaxiraumdeviation and also
prior to 45 in both eyes. At this time, I placed Mr. Bevan under
arrest for driving under the influence of alcohol.
H.O.:

Did you request him to submit to a chemical test?

Officer:

Yes, I did. He agreed to take this test.

The Baker Rule was

observed at 2:50 in the morning and the test was performed at
2:12. His breath sample was a .14.
H.O.:

What were the time said again?

You said you followed the Baker

Rule?
Officer:

The Baker Rule was at 2:50.

H.O.:

2.:50.

Officer:

And the test was started at 3:12.

H.O.:

3:12, I thought you said 2:12. What type of test did you ask him
to submit to?

Officer:

I had him do a breath test.

H.O.:

Did you warn him or read him about the admonition that if he
submitted to the breath test and the results indicated .08? or more
by weight of alcohol in his blood that could result in the
suspension of his license?
4

Officer:

Yes, 1 dnl.

I Jlsu,,, after the test was given 1 read Mr ttevan his

constitutional rights and asked him a f$w questions*

He stated

that he had been drinking vodka. He also stated that he had had
three 011 t'uui drinks of vodka,

He had been (IT inking at the

American Post, American Legion, correction, excuse me, the American
Legion Post.

He started drinking at 6:30 and had his last drink at

2:00 o'clock
H.O.:

Where was the breath test given?
That was given at the West Jordan Polic^ Department.
Whc administered the test?
I did.
Were you certified to operate the intoxilyzer at the time of the

What procedures did you follow to insur^ that this would be a valid
test?
Officer:

followed the Intoxilyzer Checklist, ajl the steps on the
Intoxilyzer Checklist, to make sure that everything was performed

H.O.:

Did you have any problems?

Officer: I Yes, i did.] On Step 8 of the Checklist! I was calibrating the
machine and forgot to take the calibrator out when I started the
next step so I had an error light come in.
H.O.:
Officer:

When that JbappgQgdo you have to start 6ver or can you proceed?
just proceeded through the test. At that point, it had
on the test results.

H.O.i

What were the results you obtained from the test?

Officer:

.14

H.^.:

Officer Snodgrass, do you have anything else that you would like to
testify to at this time?

Officer:

I think that's everything.

H.O.:

Officer Albrecht, would you give me your testimony concerning your
involvement in this arrest?

Witness:

I responded to 7600 South 1300 West at the request of Officer
Snodgrass for the purpose of witnessing field sobriety tests
performed by Mr. Bevan.
surface.

The test were performed on a flat blacktop

We used a light from a light bulb near the traffic stop.

All the tests were explained and demonstrated by Officer
Snodgrass.

Officer Snodgrass while explaining the test made it

clear that Mr. Bevan was not to perform any tests before he was
instructed to do so.

While^^ficer^SnoggEaS2|was explaining the

finger count, Mr. Bevan started the test on his own without being
told to do so.

While he was performing this test, he had to stop

and ask how many time he was to perform the test.
was the one leg stand.

The second test

Mr. Bevan raised his leg and counted to one

thousand three and then dropped his foot and then made the
statement that he could not do that test without anything to
drink.

The third test was a walk and turn.

Mr. Bevan stepped out

of the instructional phase while he was being instructed on the
test.

Mr. Bevan made an incorrect turn by spinning instead of

pivoting as instructed.

Mr. Bevan side-stepped on step three on

the returning nine steps. After side-stepping he walked normal
steps on his remaining steps. The first test was the horizontal
gaze nystagmus, I observed nystagmus in Mr. Bevanfs eyes while
tracking maximum deviation and prior to 45 degrees in both eyes. I
then observed Officer Snodgrass arrest Mr. Bevan at 0240 hours in
6

the morning tor d r i v i n g uinlei the, i nif luence „

At that p o i n t ,

i

inventoried and impounded Mr. Bevan f s tr^ick and had no other part
in the arrest.
H.O.:

Okay, titanK ynu. Counselor v do i<ou wish present any evidence in
behalf of Mr. Bevan in this hearing?

Att.:

I'd like to cross examine the officers. Officer, I noticed when
you wei e going through y 01 11 ' testimony you were r eading fi on the
report and following it pretty close, dc^ you have any other
recollection ai this instance besides the report?

Officer:

No, I recall nis driving pattern, basically everythi ng in the
report is what happened.

Att.:

Let me ask about his driving pattern, ybu observed the suspect on
the driving pattern here, Part V, :i t says you obser ved the suspect
cross over the centerline and then come back and drive with his
left tires ri^ht, on the centerline then he made a left turn, was it
obvious that he was getting prepared to make a left turn, at that
time?

Officer; rtm I , at IIIIMJ West , where 1 tirst observied him, it was two blocks
away from the intersection.

There's also I believe an island

before he, he has to come around and go back into the left turn
1 anf»» (he solid yellow runs into an island.
Att.:

He didn't run over the island?

Officer:

No, he duln'l run over the island.

Att.:

So he was in control of his vehicle not [to run over the island.

Officer:

Well, 1 didn't teel that way.

Att.:

He drove with his left tire on the centerline and then, he made a
left (urn, i i ght?

Officer:

Yes,
7

Att.:

Then he, after his turn, his tires remained on the centerline when
he made the comer?

Officer:

No, he made the left turn, he could over-correct his last turn, he
continued through his turn, crossing in the other lane of traffic
and then came back.

Att.:

So it was an over-correction?

Officer:

Yes.

Att.:

His car wasn't fully in the wrong lane going the wrong way?

Officer:

No, he was partially crossed over the centerline and then come back.

Att.:

Then he got right back.

Officer:

Yes.

Att.:

You didn't have any problems stopping him, did you?

Officer:

No.

Att.:

The odor of alcohol was slight?

Officer:

Yes, when I had him in the car I could smell a slight odor of
alcohol in the car, once I got him out, I could smell an odor real
strong.

Att.:

Let me ask about these field sobriety tests.
so I can go through them.

Get on the right page

You had a finger test that you did with

them, what type of test is that?
Officer:

A test I did where he is to touch the tip of his thumb and the tip
of his fingers, counting 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1.

Att.:

Have you been trained to give that test?

Officer:

As far as standarized field sobriety tests.

Att.:

You had training to give people that test.

Officer:

I wasn't actually, I mean this a test that is used, but I wasn't
training in how to perform the test as far as.

Att.:

You just knew it automatically?
8

Officer:

No, this i s a standardized test, they teach y 01 i how to dc these
tests.

They say that the average perso^ should be able to perform

these tests.
Att.:

But you had instructions on the test?

Officer:

I've had instructions on how to perform the test and what to look
for.

Att,:

Ih it common foi peopjp when they a r e shown I lie hrsi

tn si.ait

counting their fingers before they?
Officer:

No, he was instructed not the perform tfte test until I was through
instructing hi m ,

Att.:

Quite a few people that are that you haye given the test to have
done that, started early?

Of fie- i

When I normal 1 y. usually I ai: rest them for cii ivi ng undei ' the
influence.

Att.:
Off icer i

But it's quite common for people to statt early, isn't

ill

ai e undei the i nil .uence *

Att.:

You had him raise a leg, stand on a legt

Officer:

That's the one legged stand.

Att.:

Did you ask linn if he had dny disabilities l,o might cause hum li o
not be able to stand on one leg?

Officer:

I do not have that listec jn aiv .-eport, but normally I do ask "them.

Att. i

Officer:

I believe I did because its a normal procedure that I do follow.

Att.:

Now we have another test, it looks like "you take nine steps
soraewhei e, g:i ve me a descn ipti on of *!.;•: *\at was, I am. sure?

Officer:

What he is to do, he is to touch heel tc toe walking, touching heel
to toe, counting out nine steps, on his ninth step turn and pivot
and wa] k back touching heel to toe.
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Att.:

You described this to him or did you demonstrate?

Officer:

All the tests were demonstrated to him.

Att.:

So you took nine steps?

Officer:

No, I didn't perform the test fully, I took three steps touching
heel to W e , showed him how to pivot and walk back and I explained
to him that he was to take nine steps.

Att.:

Did you tell him that he couldn't have any space on his ninth step
between his heel and his toe?

Officer:

Yes, I made it very clear to him that he was to touch heel to toe.

Att.:

When he took his ninth step, were you standing right there looking
to see if his heel was to his toe?

Officer:

Yes, I was in a position where I could see that.

Att.:

How far away from him were you?

Officer:

I would say probably three or four feet.

Att.:

What was it 2:00 in the morning?

Officer:

Yeah, around that time.

Att.:

So you stood in one spot and had him walk away from you?

Officer:

No, I was standing to the side of him, he walked in front of me
nine steps and back.

Att.:

He did heel to toe on all eight steps and just missed the ninth one?

Officer:

It says here walking down nine steps he did not touch heel to toe,
so he didn't touch heel to toe at all.

Att.:

On each step?

Officer:

He was leaving a space of about one inch between his heel and his
toe.

Att.:

Do you have recollection right now that that's what happened or is
that based upon looking at your report?

Officer:

Based upon my report, it is what I put in the report.
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Att.:

When he turned and spun around,

what do you mean by spun

around,

rather than pivot?
Officer:

He was instructed to leave the last step on the ground, pivot.
around with small pivoting steps around and then come back, and he
just spi in axoi Hid rather that pivoting i^:.

Att.:

Did you demonstrate the pivot?

Officer:

Yes, I did.

f\ I V * e

And again hav 5 y 01 i received training in this nine step test?

Officer:

Yes, all these tests are taught to you is a standarized f;iek(
sobriety tests.

Att.:

ton * ve praci ic en inein

Officer:

No, I don't: gu out ofrayway to practic^ them.
But you have practiced them before, haven't you?

Officer:

When I hav* 'ur oihn C iHJ sohnelv tests I have doiif the \Jiir
tests.

Atr :

^ e n y 0 Uw e r e i e a r n i n g them, did you practice them?

Officer:

No, not over and over, just when they were show nip them how ilien'
were done, that's it.
And you learned how to it then. What's! the Baker Rule?
The Baker Rule

whe

-

•

to having hira blow into *• ::ei» machine to make sure he has nothing in
his mouth.
itnl vnu \sh In in i( In- hdd dityt It ui|j iii lii

nuuth?

i looked into his mouth, 1 had him open his mouth and I looked into
11 .

The error light came on Hie machine when you were us my i t , I he

intoxilyzer?
11

Officer:

Yes, it did, it came on the Step 8 in the Operational Checklist.

I

calibrated the machine on Step 7, then an error on my part, I
forgot to pull the calibration crystal out and proceeded onto the
next step. Which is the eighth step is waiting for Advance Light
and just removing the test record and turning the machine off.
Att.:

I have a copy of the Operational Checklist from the intoxilyzer, do
you have one there?
Yes, I do.
Okay, go to the Number 5 and then it has 0312, what's that?
the actual time that he blew into the machine, the breath
s taken.
Then_at^Number 7, is where the error light came on?
was on Step 8, is where the error light came on.
been running that machine earlier in the night?
I hadn't run the machine there that night, I don't know if anybody
e did.

Att.:

I have no further questions of Officer Snodgrass. Well, I do have
a couple of more. You made on note on your report where you
ndicated there was an error, did you make any other notations on
any other files regarding the error on the intoxilyzer?

Officer:

No, I didn't, that was the only place it was copied down.

On the

DUI Report beneath "other occurrences or facts."
Att.:

So there is no intoxilyzer test record record with additional
remarks or information?

Officer:

I have the original copy here?

Att.:

And there is nothing on that?

Officer:

No.

Att.:

You forgot to fingerprint him when you arrested him?
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Officer:

Y e s , that is Just for B U , you pui „i fingerprint on the citation.

Att«:

You also forgot to have him sign the citation?

Officer:

That * s true.

Att.:

I would like to present a f e w things here that I got, Do you have
the Custodian's Certificate o n this machine? M a y I see it please?
I would point out that on November 30th| when the custodian did the
work on the machine is not quite right. According to the
certificate, "the results o f the tests $how that the instrument is
working propei J v, , ,No,,l

AJ*><>, I believe the problems under repairs

indicated, section, they had to "remove instrument for repair, a
jumpy zero set," 1 don 1 !; "know what that is myself, 1 would assume
III*l yoti probably kn«ik more than me about ';•••' mcic^-ie. <**
guess I would highlight the fact that the machine showed an error
^ M M " h ? 15th and th^n ai^o tfreJSQth. the J machine showed an *>rt .*» ,
In fact, it needed to be taken, out and repaired and it wasn' 't
working properly on the 30th and the test w a s done on the 15th. So
after fifteen days of 'working properly p,t would be our position
thai the roadiiite started failing and showing an error light and on
the 30th they got it fixed. Where it skys "Zero set, Error
indicator and Printer Check," the following tests were made o n e ,
[hat

would indicate that there might: be somej connection between the
error that happened on the fifteenth when the error light came on,
the e n oi • i ndicatoi

\ls< : , on the 30th whei i i t was ties ted, the

error indicator did n o t work right.
H.O.:

wnere are you reading that?

Att, i

' I his is my • :::op;y of the test.

H.O.:

It was on,, the 30th.
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Att.:

It seems to be the same problem, to me, it may have cropped up on
the 30th.

It was there on the 15th. Also, I would have further

testimony from Mr. Bevan, I'd like to ask him some questions.
H.O.:

Sure.

Att.:

Mark, do you remember getting pulled over?

Driver:

Yeah.

Att.:

Do you remember taking a left turn and then you got pulled over?

Driver:

Uh-huh.

Att.:

Did you feel that you were driving close to the centerline?

Driver:

Not more than normal.

Att.:

And it was late at night and you are a bartender at the American
Legion?

Driver:

Yeah.

Att.:

And you were getting off work and heading home?

Driver:

Uh-huh, I just dropped off a work mate at her place.

Att.:

So you had a passenger with you?

Driver:

No, I dropped somebody off.

Att.:

Where did you drive from, the American Legion to Sandy's house,
where's that?

Driver:

About 80th, 78, about 80th South and 40th West.

Att.:

You dropped her off, you didn't have any accidents or problems
along the way?

Driver:

(inaudible)

Att.:

How far after that were you picked up?

Driver:

Shortly after, ten minutes.

Att.:

Do you remember any of these field sobriety tests?

Driver:

Uh-huh.
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Att.:

Did you f W .

hat vou had any problems touching your finger s as

they described the test to you?
Driver:

As fai as counting?

Att.:

Yeah, whatever they.

Driver:

Probably what he said was true but afteij0 sixteen hours of work.

Att.:

I* Hi.ii how long )(w had been working?

Driver:

Yeah.

Att.:

Where were you doing for sixteen hours before this?

Driver:

I was sheeti ocking, I'm a ^heei.--. •*

. trying to get my own

business going as far as remodeling, working every night:

i d work

from 7:00 to approximately 4 o'clock, tjien started at 6 00,
A11:. i

Wei e v ou i i") tL' • I'»I ocxi she) t,l?

Driver:

They are always bloodshot.

Att.:

What do you mean your eyes are always bloodshot?

Driver:

When you ai e standing, Lb sheet rock always talis in your eyes.

Att.:

That makes your eyes red. When he had Vou stand ou one leg, did
y0U j i a ¥ e

any

p r o b i e m s w jth any of your legs that would prevent you

from standing on one • -•*
Driver:
Att.:
Driver:

just have a dislocated ankle.
'**"..• have vou done to fix "that ankle?
i\ it. ope filled nn.

Att.:

What did they do?

Driver:

rhey restrung the ligaments.

Att.:

Could you s tand on oi ic leg on that ankle normally?

Driver:

For a short time.

Att.:

When you took this breathalyzer test, did you have anything in your
mouth?
IS

Driver:

He asked me to pit out my gum with I did so and he had asked me to
open my mouth.

Att.:

And did you?

Driver:

Yes, I did.

Att.:

Did^you have^^ything^n^oiir,jDouth?

Driver:

Yeah, I chew tobacco, I always have in.

Att.:

Howjn^fty^yearsJiave you been chefrmg^ tobacco?

Driver:

I've been chewing it all the time.

Att.:

Do you have chew in your mouth now?

Driver:

Yjss-r

Att.:

Did you have cfljew in your mouth that night when you took the test?

Driver:

Ye«

Att.:

What type of tobacco do you chew?

Driver:

{^jpenhagen or Scoal.

Att.:

Do you do anything to keep that tobacco moist?

Driver:

WhgiLX_amworking or when I have it at home (inaudible).

Att.:

Does Copenhagen can that you had that night and the Copenhagen you
JiajLin your mouth was that laced with whiskey?

Driver:

Yes, it was.

Att.:

Did you have a can of Copenhagen with you or Scoal.

Driver?

It was in the seat of the truck.

Att.:

And was it there when you got your truck back.

Driver:

Yes, it was.

Att.:

You admitted to having three or four drinks since 6:30 to 2:00 in
the morning?

Driver:

Uh-huh, because I had Sandy fix me...because I had been all day
without eating.

Att.:

Were you tired that night?
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Driver:

Yes sir.

Att.:

Were you feeling chipper, were you feeling tired?

Driver;

-* namely tired, I worked regular job during the day and
then I been working on the remodel ing business to try and get that
going.

I*ve been doing that after workjand Saturdays, to tiy to

keep tftt: money coming in,
Att.:

Do you need you vehicle to get to three; 'three jobs?

Driver:

I have been working fifteen hours a day), Saturdays and Sundays for
the 1 as I thn?e or foui months,

Att.:

You are currently fighting this DUI in the court in Wev JOT-WEI.
In fact you have another hearing today at 4:30?

Driver:

\ es,

Att.:

I don't have any further questions of }fc* Bevan.

FLO.:

Do you wish to make any final argument^

Att.:

Yeah, I wi mil, le) 1 , an rent lv Mtfht enow, mi mink i.here is
definitely showing that Mr. Bevan was putting in * <ong hours and
it had put la long hours that day.
pretty plausib^ rt?.-.^;
underneath sheetrock.

I think he has given some

f

:>r haviny bloodshot eyps, standing

It you have that stuff in your eyes all day

that would cause them to be red

We h^ve a situation where his

drinking, il yon wouLI 1 ok a

- rmal chart that von W.NJIJ get at

the state liquor store or any little card, three or foui drinks
between 6 o'clock, 6:30 and 2 o'clock in the evening, is not going
to take a person

c<-

--

situation where he has iast given part of a ride home

, :ftfr<

an independent person when this matter goes to trial who
called to tes: u
picked up, they are

v

. . ,-u: • -

*ere r Ma17

*

.s

i^ •<
*

We have a situation where ne

tests, I don't think starting to count on your fingers early is
absolute proof that a person is intoxicated.

I think any when you

take the nine step test or any of the other tests are very
difficult and stressful and people are under stress and they could
make mistakes on them and that's why we've got the intoxilyzer.
The intoxilyzer had an error light go on and it showed an error.
The officer has his belief as to what caused the error.

But the

facts are that there was an error and it was written down.

I think

the affidavit from the State of Utah from the Department of Public
Safety Custodian Certificate very clearly shows on November 30th,
15 days, 14 days after that this test, this machine was not
working, it had to be taken out of service. The results of the
test shows that the instrument was working properly the answer was
"no," they removed the instrument for repair, jumpy zero set.

It

also shows "error indicator, zero set, printer check," and error
indicate seems to be the same indicator, came on the 15th.

I think

there is some question whether this machine was working right.

The

driving pattern, I think could be arguably consistent with someone
who is tired and driving in a lazy fashion late at night at two in
the morning.

I don't think he'd be the first person to put his

tire over the centerline.

I think it is common for anybody who is

driving out there on the road, people are always going across the
lines back and forth. He didn't do any real drastic type of
driving pattern that would suggest according to his admission that
he was intoxicated.

So we believe that he should be able to keep

his license and that he should conclude the matter with West Jordan
Court with his pre-trial set today at 4:30.
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I have no idea what is

going to happen there (otfay,

Bui h<- shouM be fiititled to have a

jury of his peers to take away his license.
H*

Anything else?

Att,:

No.

H.O.s

Thank you for your testimonies and I111 review your arguments and
testimonies presented at this hearing and notify you by mail of my
decision.

Att.:

Do you haverayname and address?

H.O.:

Yes. 39 Post Office Place, #200, thank you*
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TRANSCRIPTION CERTIFICATION

STATE OF UTAH
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the Departmental Hearing of the matter of
State of Utah versus Bill M. Bevan, File Number 1019337 was
electronically recorded by the Driver License Division.
That such recording was transcribed by me into typewriting; and
that a true and correct transcription of said recording, to the best of
my knowledge, is set forth in the foregoing pages.
WITNESS MY HAND this 28th day of December 1987.

^ (JflfWfe
DRIVER LICENSE DIVISION

DM006 (P-1032)
nev. 7-67
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DRIVER LICENSE DIVISION
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT AND CONTROL
Report of Proceedings of Hearing for Administrative Suspension
(Sec. 41-2-130 UCA 1953, as Amended)
Time Set
For Hearina
c

Date of
Hearina

WW)

\ tW&-M<

Name and Address of Attorney

/ W i / ^ J- Fferr_<e.£LLA

3f P,^Mcr PL *2*n
6LC Mj- M/o\
Witness

M o a r i n r * Offir»r*f

Name and Address of Driver

&//

fr

LHM

S.JM*

SLC

faAStiL
C,r

(JA.^DV4

Date of Birth

?oc-v3

Arresting Officer

Snodyrass

DL Number

\ta/9*an

Agency

U-L

Date of Arrest

/A/Q£7
Witness

Location of Hearing

AA
Witness

rtd1- US-P-0
Witness

UJl/C 0/,
OPENING STATEMENT
This hearing is being conducted at the driver's request in accordance with Section 41-2-130 Utah Code
Annotated, following his/her arrest for driving while under the [influence of alcohol or drugs or a
combination of alcohol and drugs.
Formal rules of evidence and procedure shall not strictly apply. HoVvever, as the Hearing Officer, I will take
sworn testimony and consider all relevant evidence presented at this hearing.
If the driving privilege is suspended, the driver shall have the right to petition a court of record in the county
in which the driver resides within thirty days after the effective date 6f such suspension, for judicial review
by the court, as provided for in Section 41-2-131, Utah Code Annotated.
Those testifying will be sworn and the hearing shall proceed.
To he Read into the Record
Administrative notice is taken of the fact that the Driver License' Division is in receipt of the following
documents and information which are official records on file with tjiis Department.
Yes

a

No

•

? a

The officer's report submitted in compliance with UCA 41-2-130.
Notice and citation served by the officer of the Department's intent to suspend, and information
on how to receive a hearing by the Department.

Test machine record of test results, if any.

•

a
a
a

«:

D

Utah Highway Patrol record of the chemical test machine maintenance test and affidavit.

D

D

Other (i.e. Documents and/or information received in behalf of the driver and/cr other evidence
received which is made official record for the purpose cff this hearing). Explain:

*
*

Hearing request made within ten days.

Operational checklist of test instrument, if any.

The sworn testimony of Officer:
(a) Facts leading the peace officer to believe the driver had been driving or in actual physical control of
a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, any drug, or a combination of alcohol and any
dru :

9 Officer £n#/<?ras$ obitsnted a vcJiick £ro$<> iU eerier- //*t W
•^taw Cane b&di. • The uehilks )*f4- -href dm*. 0y\ ~ffa een&r //*e.
Tk vehicle *\adt ct /eff-/t*rrs W wt*f a /M
6tY ,n£ -fa
^na^4
law -m* c&rrtcMW ,£e/fm 7/e ycAu'/f aj*<* emiej fa g&t6r //&,
Tk. i/t fade uusi -SJorfea/ **d -fa c/rit/f% */#< tmAzcA*/. rkrt w>
<z* odor <jf a/coie}/ cammf yrv*« y& c/tistr, *fa cfiri*cs a fa 3^>4/ Je
had c/rwlt a £*J. Sowcftebf SdAniJy -fcsA t^ere ^Jen 4^
ft*.
&nber c/tattvf- a& we// w -fttw. //e */&* arrestee/ $r
bctj:.
(b)

The driver was placed under arrest: No D

(c)

The driver submitted to a chemical test as requested by a peace officer which showed a test result
of
' '/T%.

(d)

The driver was advised prior to the chemical test that results could lead to suspension of his/hei
driving privilege: No •
Yes $(

(e)

Officer who administered chemical test was certified to do so: No •

(f)

Proper procedure was performed or observed by reporting officer in the administration of the
chemical test: No •
Yes^- (explain procedure):

tfffter

Sh&J

YesJ^

Yes^l

At <-&/!()u*d -/II o/>t'#4s»«J Cfa*ft //#/-

Evidence and/or information received indicating the test machine was fcf was not • in proper
working order at the time test was administered (explain):

ftyf

di /Mi*

S<de/y

-Zyw/yi^,

-feff-gr**/atiiafav*^

If"?>0-&1
@er*4vt*( iztr
rtfair*,
Testimony of witness officer or other witness for reporting officer:

obStr^uf

-fU

/9e?V

TCyA

'Cty^l

2

(%Y>£Kre-eJ a1? &

wfa/~

3.

Substance of testimony by driver:

(brwcr S/a£^ ^ ^ J* #*S MTr&V far /^ fa fU/- */#y #„/
^43
^hrtef Uj/lttJ n«y /l«* XCCou**-**/ -fir fU t/ru/mf faT^e*-*, , /£ /e-fc /* <&„?
Qtt rffivt, //f u/*i sfice^To^'f
*«S s***/"^ at^/ -sUf <p*4 /7??6 J'* &?**
flwvcfk
4.

uj/ia^ fa ^j/k. 7^r treat •£***<
Substance of statements and/or questions by driver's legal couhsel:

Qcutfsds

Qfjxin&<db were '

- Orm) f<cfas« ^
Tfe //*f hrs J W& (£fij»e) ,
_ M <^*> due 4, c/ti-/- 7&" <SW**"> «" *"« •
• Officer^ eyp/eme^af error /itU

CM frfeafh -hs-S-r6 0*4/ /#$^~ a&abt/i/ /t*/io

HAVING HEARD AND RECEIVED EVIDENCE ADDUED BY THOSE PRESENT AT THIS HEARING, THE
DEPARTMENT NOW MAKES THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS£)F FACT:
A.

The peace officer had reason to believe that the driver was uf was not • in violation of UCA 41-6-44.

B.

The driver was \^C was not • placed under arrest for a violation under UCA 41 -6-44.

C.

The chemical test was)z£ was not D administered by an officer certified to do so.

D.

All operational procedures and requirements were^iT were not • met to insure proper working order of the test
machine.

E.

All procedures and requirements were LV'were not D followed by the reporting officer pursuant to UCA 41 -2-130
(Explain what procedures were not followed, if any):
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F.

Other evidence not covered giving reason to believe or not believe.

G.

That there wasJQ was not • evidence of a chemicaltest and/or other basis for the officer's determination that the
driver was in violation of 41-6-44. Test results JjJi.
% or other (i.e. drugs: ); explain-

CONCLUSIONS:
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT, IT IS CONCLUDED THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY PROVISIONS REQUIRED TO SUSPEND THE DRIVING PRIVILEGE PURSUANT TO UCA
41-2-130 WERE^" WERE NOT • IN PLACE IN THIS CASE, AND THE FOLLOWING DECISION IS
RENDERED:

[J^To suspend the driving privilege
by authority of UCA 41-2-130

• To take no action

Comments by hearing officer:

Hearing Officer
TRAL OFFICE USE OI*LY

ttt. titer™

Approved by:
Comments:
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APPENDIX 6

(1-7)

Effective: June 1 1 , 1979
Archives file #3531
Revised: April 1 , 1981
Archives file #1714
Revised: November 4, 1983
Archives file #6734
Revised: October 15, 1984
Archives file #7446
Revised: July 1 , 1986
Archives file #8387

BREATH TESTING REGULATION^

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

I.

TECHNIQUES OR METHODS

V.1UUJ c u o i c

teiainjcicii

ut

uiuuu.

mc

i c ^ u n . ^ of

SUch

tests shall be entered in a permanent record book.
B.

Written check lists, outlining the method of properly
performing the tests inwuse under division A of this
regulation, shall be available at each location where
tests are given. The check list land the test record
shall be retained by the operator administering the
test or the arresting officer.

Definition:
A check list
test operator
steps for the
insure proper

sets forth the steps, in sequence, that a breath
must follow. A square is prqvided by each of the
operator to check each one as it is performed to
operation of the test instrument.

II. BREATH TESTS
A.

Breath samples of alveolar air shall be analyzed with
instruments specifically designed for the analysis of
breath. The calculation of the blood alcohol concentration shall be on the basis of alveolar air to blood
at a ratio of 2100:1. Breath samples shall be analyzed according to the methods described by the manufacturer of the instrument and/or instructions issued
by the office of the Commissioner of Public Safety.

III. TESTS FOR CHECKING CALIBRATION
A,

Breath testing instruments must be certified
routine basis, not to exceed forty (40) days.

1

on

a

Be

Calibration tests roust be performed by a technician
using appropriate solutions of ethyl alcohol, and
using methods and techniques for checking calibration
recommended by the manufacturer of the instrument
and/or the office of the Commissioner of Public Safetye

Co

Results of tests for calibration shall be kept in a
permanent record book. A report of each calibration
test shall be recorded on the appropriate form and
sent to the supervisor of the Breath Testing Program.
The supervisor of the Breath Testing Program is hereby
designated as the official keeper of said records.

PROCEDURE FOR CHECKING CALIBRATION AND
CERTIFICATION OF INSTRUMENTS
Ae

Intoxilyzer
1.

ELECTRICAL POWER CHECK:
With the power switch
on, observe to see that the power indicator light
comes on, indicating there is electrical power to
the instrument.

2.

TEMPERATURE CHECK:
If the instrument is already
warmed up, check to see that the ready light is
on.
If it is not warmed up, wait approximately
10 minutes to see that the ready light comes on.
(This light indicates that the sample chamber is
heated to the proper temperature).

3.

INTERNAL PURGE CHECK:
Put the mode selector in
the air blank mode. Place thumb on the end of
the pump tube to see that it is pumping air.
Time the pumping sequence to see that it pumps
for approximately 35 seconds.
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4.

ZERO SET AND ERROR INDICATOR CHECK:
(AS Model)
Set the mode selector in the zero set mode.
Depress the zero adjust knob and adjust the
digital display to plus .000, .001, .002 or .003
to see that you can achieve a proper zero set.
Re-set the digital display above the acceptable
plus .000 to .003. Place the mode selector to
the test mode and observe to see that the error
light comes on.
Repeat, placing the digital
display at minus -.000 and observe to see that
the error light comes on wheh the mode selector
is placed in the test mode.
(ASA Model) Advance the test cycle to the zero
set mode and see that the unit registers a
reading of plus .000, .001, .002, or .003. If
this reading is not observed, advance to the next
cycle and see that the error l^ght comes on.

5.

FIXED ABSORPTION CALIBRATOR CHECK: With the test
card in the printer, run a test on the fixed
absorption calibrator to see that the instrument
gives the correct reading on the digital display
and the printed test card.
THIS CHECK NOT
REQUIRED ON INSTRUMENTS NOT EQUIPPED WITH THE
FIXED ABSORPTION CALIBRATOR.

6.

SIMULATOR CHECK: Run three t^sts on a simulator
solution of known value and $n air blank before
each one.
Observe to see that the correct
readings, within plus or minu$ .01 of the actual
value is indicated on the digital display and
printed on the test card for each simulator test
and a .00 reading for each air blank.

7.

PRINTER DEACTIVATOR CHECK:
(AS Model)
Run a
simulator test with the zerto set NOT in the
proper zero set range, to see that the printer is
deactivated and will not print^
(ASA Model) This check must be performed before
the unit is to operating temperature (before the
ready lamp is on). Advance tlje unit to the first
purge cycle (air blank). Observe the error light
to see that is is lit. At ^he end of the test
cycle (approximately 35 seconds), see that the
pump stops and that the printer is deactivated
and will not print.
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V.

QUALIFICATIONS OF PERSONNEL
A.

Breath tests shall be performed
by a qualified
operator who shall have completed the operators course
prescribed
by the Commissioner of Public Safety,
Operators shall use only those instruments which they
are certified to operate*

B«

Breath Test Operator Certification Requirements:
1.

Must have successfully completed the twenty-four
(24) hour basic certification course for type of
instrument and pass required test, as approved by
the Commissioner of Public Safety.

2.

Operators
must
complete
an
approved
recertification training course and pass a test every
two (2) years to maintain their certification*

Breath Test Technician Requirements:
Must comply with the following:
a„

Must
successfully
complete
the
Breath
Testing
Supervisors
course
offered
by
Indiana University, or an equivalent course
of instruction, as approved by the Breath
Testing Program Supervisor,

b.

A manufacturer's repair technician course
for the breath testing instruments in use in
the State of Utah.

c„

Maintain Breath Testing Technician status
through
a minimum
of
eight
(8)
hours
training each calender year.
This training
must be directly related
to the breath
testing program, and will be monitored by
the Breath Testing Program Supervisor.
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REVOCATION OF CERTIFICATION
A.

The
Commissioner
of
Public
Safety
may,
on the
recommendation of a Breath Testing Technician, revoke
the certification of any operator:
1.

Who obtains
deceitfully.

a

certification

card

falsely

or

2.

Who fails to comply with the foregoing provisions
governing
the
operation
of
breath
testing
instruments.

3.

Who fails to demonstrate satisfactory performance
in operating breath testing instruments.

PREVIOUSLY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
A.

The foregoing regulations shall not be construed as
invalidating
the qualifications [of personnel previously qualified as either breath testing operators
or breath testing technicians und^r programs existing
prior to the promulgation of these revised regulations.
Such personnel shall be deemed certified,
providing they meet the yearly training requirements
outlined in Section V.
These provisions shall take
effect as if enacted contemporaneously with other
Breath Testing Regulations of the department of Public
Safety on June 11, 1979.

B.

In the opinion of the Department of Public Safety, it
is necessary to the peace, health and welfare of the
inhabitants of the State of Utah t[hat this regulation
become effective immediately.

. INTOXILYZER - OPERATOR TRAINING
A.

Training for original certification is to be conducted
by a certified Breath Testing Technician and should
include the following:

5

1 hour...Welcome, registration, preview of Alcohol and
Traffic Safety.
3 hours...Effects of Alcohol in the Human Body,
3 hours...Operational Principles of Breath Testing.
2 hours...Alcohol Influence Report Form.
2 hours...Testimony of Arresting Officer.
4 hours...Legal Aspects of Chemical Testing, DUI and
related laws, Baker Rule.
4 hours...Detecting the Drinking Driver.
4 hours...Laboratory Participation.
lator tests on the instruments and
drinking subjects).

(Running simutests on actual

1 hour...Examination and Critiques of Course.
Training for recertification is to be conducted by a
Certified Breath Testing Technician and should include
the following:
2 hours...Effects of Alcohol in the Human Body.
2 hours...Operational Principles of Breath Testing.
1 hour...Alcohol Influence
of Arresting Officer.

Report

2 hours...Legal
Aspects
of
Detecting the Drinking Driver.

Form

Chemical

and

Testimony

Testing

and

1 hour...Exam.
Anyone having previously
successfully
completed a
twenty-four (24) hour basic certification course, may
be recertified at anytime within 2 years by successfully completing an eight (8) hour recertification
course, and also may be certified to operate another
type of breath testing instrument after eight (8)
hours instruction pertaining to the instrument in
question.
Any operator who allows his/her certification to lapse one year or longer must retake and
successfully complete the twenty-four (24) hour basic
certification course.
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APPENDIX 7
UTAH_DEPT^_OF_PUBLIC_SAFETY
(A;
I/We the undersigned, being first duly sworn, state that:
1. Breath testing instrument, INTOXILYZE^, serial
numberffi^/jp££ilocated atl^SST^fo/^/PAf
/ ^
was properly checked by me/us in
the course of official duties,, o n J ^ ^ > £ ^ ^ _ ^
2. This was done by a currently certified techinician and according
to the standards established by the Commissioner of the Utah
Department of Public Safety.
3. This is the official record and notes of this procedure which
were made at the time these tests were done.
YES
THE FOLLOWING TESTS WERE MADE:
( f) Electrical power check:
iPower switch on power indicator light ii on)
sf
( IS) Temperature check (Ready light is o n ) . . . f
( IS) Internal purge check:
JCkxr pump works, runs for approximately &5 seconds..
^
( S) Zero set, Error indicator, and Printer Check:
(Zero set at .000, .001, .002, .003.)>
(With proper zero set, printer works properly)...
/
(Printer deactivated when error light is on)
( tS) Fixed absorption calibrator test (if equipped)
(Reads within +/- .01 of calibration getting)....
( ^ " C h e c k e d with known sample: (Simulator, 3 tests
within +/- .005 or 5% whichever is the greatest)....
c( iTGives readings in grams of alcohol per 2|L0 liters
of breath
REPAIRS REQUIRED (Explain)

_&^^gjp__SJfSZ^^

JTA^Jt^^4/^^XSZ^^aSA^

NO
)
)
)

>
)
)

~ <

^

.

( lS)

The simulator solution was of the correct kind and
properly compounded
(c^f^The results of this test show that the instrument
is working properly
j.
L a s t p r i o r check of t h i s

-C^WS^gF UT/AH

s

i n s t r u m e n t was done on o
Afos£/?9/3£/e
19^Z"«
CERTIFIED/liBBrf'rH JTEST TECHNICIA&CS)

)
I/We, on oath, stat

HHIE SUE YEAG5;

rl,ibjed and sworn b e f o r e me t h i s O n
JOT
r
2k#=d^^
Notary Public
(j
0
My commission expires

)

day o f

City of Residence
, County of Residence
N^/*7
19_Z!?„L-

APPENDIX 8
UTAH_DE^^F_PUBLIC_S^^
I/We the urH^signed, being first duly sworn, state that:
1. Breath testing instrument, INTOXILYZER, serial number&Jj£sJ&£3ii
located at I4J&T >)gr&ofa*' r^J>\.L was properly checked by me/us ii
the course of official duties, on 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 1 9 ^ _ ^ a t ^ 2 ? S i M
2. This was done according to the standards established by the
Commissioner of the Utah Department of Public Safety.
3. This is the official record and notes of this procedure which
were made at the time these tests were done*
THE FOLLOWING TESTS WERE MADE:
YES
( t-O Electrical power check:
Power switch on power indicator light is on)
-7
T^mj
<-fTTemperature
check (Ready light is on)
•-^internal purge check:
(Air pump works, runs for approximately 35 seconds,
^nZero set, Error indicator, and Printer Check:
(Zero set at .000, .001, .002, .003*)
(With proper zero set, printer workjp properly)...
^
(Printer deactivated when error light is on)
( IS) Fixed absorption calibrator test (if equipped)
(Reads within +/- .01 of calibration setting)....
( ^-fchecked with known sample: (Simulator, 3 tests
within +/- .005 or 5% whichever is the greatest)....
ves readings in grams of alcohol per 210 liters
of breath
.
|

NO

REPAIRS R E Q U I R E D ( E x p l a i n ) . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^ j ^
(

The simulator solution was of the correct kind and
properly compounded
,
results of this test show that the instrument
is working properly
-~
<

Last prior check of this instrument was done on
BREATH-<3PEST__IBfiHNICIAN ( S'

STATE OF dTTAI
COUNTY

tla£l

I/We f

on o a t h , s ^ a t e t h a t thp f o r e g o i n g i s

£<rbscrib#6*f and sworn b e f o r e me t h i s _L£L
^J^LMe^JOLbS
-PUrb.lvc
-My/femnmis'si'on e x p i r e s

LOJI-^S

4*y of

C i t y of ResidenceV
County of R e s i d e n c e
19_ZU_( •

t

APPENDIX 9

NORMAN H. BANGERTER. GOVERNOR

JOHN T. NIELSEN. COMMISSIONER
0. DOUGLAS BODRERO. OEPUTY COMMISSIONER
L. DALE ELTON. DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

STATE O F UTAH
DEPARTMENT O F PUBLIC SAFETY
CUSTODIAN CERTIFICATE
I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn, state that:
1. I am the Breathtesting Supervisor of the Utah Highway Patrol
and the official keeper of and responsible for the
maintenance check records of the breathtesting instruments
maintained in the State of Utah.
2. Attached are true and correct copies of the records of
maintenance and certification for the Intoxi^Lyzer serial
number^ifri22/i2.2jS
located at
XdJ^£cZ]pj^4^^J!^^^
of which the originals are kept on file by me, in the course
of official business, for the State of Utah, Department of
Public Safety and in accordance with the current regulations
of the Commissioner of Public Safety.
y
of^O^JjJx^^i^^J^^l^
3. The attached test was done on the date
4. The breathtest technicians(s) whose signature(s) appear on
the attached affidavits are certified by the State of Utah
and have met one or more of the following requirements as
required by the Department of Public Safety:
a. have successfully completed the Breathtesting
Supervisors Course at Indiana University, or:
b. a manufacturer's repair technician course for
breathtesting instruments in use in the State of Utah, or
c. is qualified by nature of his employment or training to
maintain and repair the breathtesting instrument in
question and to instruct in the proper operation of Jihe
instrument.
Sgt. Don W. Marcek
Breathtesting Supervisor
Utah Highway Patrol
STATE OF UT£*T~)

•/

\

COUNTY OF ^2^4'fu^^^.)
ON THE ,/ DAY OF_^2^£L- 1 9 2^T» PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE
ME, DON W. MARCEK, WHO BEING DULY SWOftN BEFORE
THE ABOVE REFERENCED CERTIFICATE AND % CERTIFY
IS AN OFFICER AND EMPLOYEE OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF THE STATE OF UTAH AND IS THE LEGAL CUSTODJ
INTOXILYZER AFFIDAVITS OF SAID DEPARTMENT Al
SIGNATURE AFFIXED HERETO IS GENUINE,
NOTARY RUBLIC: fUS^_
-MY COMMISSION E X P I R E S ^ ^ W ^ y . ^ R E S ID ^NG
"PROUO OF OUR PEOPLE, SERVICE WITH
UTAH HIGHWAY PATROL
Mike Chabnes. Superintendent

frlPE"
4501 South 2700 West
Salt Lake City. Utah 84119 - 965-4518

APPENDIX 10

DAVID L. WILKINSON (#3472)
Attorney General
BRUCE M. HALE (#1298)
Assistant Attorney General
Room 236 State Capitol
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Telephone: (801) 533-7606
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURiT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF 0TAH
BILL M. BEVAN,

]

Petitioner,
I
i

vs.
FRED C. SCHWENDIMAN, Chief,
Driver License Services,
Department of Public Safety,
State of Utah,

]
i

FINDING'S OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

Case No. C87-8183
Judge Sawaya

Respondent.

This matter having come before the Court on February
24, 1988, and the parties being represented by their respective
counsel and the Court having received and reviewed the record of
the Department of Public Safety, State of Utah and administrative hearing in the above-entitled mattet, and plaintiff's
complaint alleging that the Office of Driver License Services was
arbitrary and capricious under the Utah Operator's License Act,
Utah Code Ann. § 41-2-131, the Court being fully apprised in the
premises now makes its:

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The Court finds that the agency record shows that

there is substantial, competent evidence to support the findings
of the hearing officer of the Department of Public Safety.

There

is a residuum of evidence and the Court finds that the officer
had grounds to believe the petitioner was driving while under the
influence contrary to Utah law.
2.

The Court further finds that there was competent

evidence of substance of all the elements of Utah Code Ann. § 412-130 were proven before the Agency.

The Court specifically

finds that the evidence before the Agency preponderates that the
arresting officer had reasonable grounds to believe that
plaintiff may have been in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 41-6-44,
arrested hiin, requested that he take a chemical test, and advised
the plaintiff that a result indicating a blood alcohol content,
by weight, of .08% or more shall and can result in the suspension
or revocation of the person's license or privilege to operate a
motor vehicle.
3.

The Court further finds that a chemical test was

voluntarily agreed to by plaintiff, and that it was properly
given showing reliably a result of .08% or above of alcohol by
weight in plaintiff's blood or there was other competent evidence
of substance to sustain the finding that there was reasonable
grounds to believe the driver was under the influence to such a
degree as to be an unsafe driver.
-2-

4.

The Court further finds that the DUI report was

proper, signed, and submitted to the Office of Driver License
Services within five days of the arrest, that plaintiff timely
requested a hearing where admissible sworn testimony was taken.
5.

The opportunity for a hearing yas granted prior to

30 days from the date of the arrest, and the statute grants the
plaintiff the opportunity for review to this Court for a hearing
on the record and a determination of whether or not the
Department was arbitrary or capricious.
6.

There was foundational evidence and information to

find that the intoxilyzer was properly presumed to be reliable
and in working order and the results were admissible before the
Administrative Department without further foiiindation as official
records of the Department of Public Safety.
6.

Pursuant to § 41-2-130 the plaintiff's license was

7.

The Court adopts any memoranduiia decision previously

suspended.

issued •
Having made the foregoing findings of fact, the Court
now makes its:

-3-

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

There was competent evidence to support the

Administrative findings and suspension order, and the Court
concludes that the hearing officer had substantial evidence that
the officer had reasonable grounds to believe that the plaintiff
may have been in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 41-6-44, and in
addition, that there were reliable test results which indicated
a blood alcohol content of .08% or greater in the plaintiff, or
that the plaintiff had been operating a motor vehicle under the
influence of alcohol rendering him incapable of safely driving
the same.
2.

The Court concludes that the intoxilyzer machine

was reliable and the results admissible before the Department,
pursuant to the presumption set forth in Utah Code Ann. §§ 41-644.3 and 44.5, and Murray City v. Hall. 663 P.2d 1314 (Utah
1983) .
3.

The Court further concludes that the agency's

procedures and the statutory scheme under v/hich his driving
privileges were suspended is constitutional and complies
substantially with the Utah Administrative Procedures Act.
4.

The hearing and records having been given judicial

review, the Court further concludes that, under the definitions
of arbitrary and capricious given in Utah Department of
Administrative Services v. Public Service Commission, 658 P.2d

-4-

601/ the Department of Public Safety's decision was not arbitrary
or capricious, nor did the procedures substantially prejudice the
petition and the agency's driver license suspension should
therefore be sustained.
The Court having made the foregoing findings of fact
and conclusions of law, now makes the following:
ORDER
1.

The decision of the Department of Public Safety/

Office of Driver License Services/ is sustained.
DATED this

day of

/ 1988.

HONORABLE JAM^S S. SAWAYA
Third District Judge

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed/ postage prepaid/ a true
and exact copy of the foregoing Findings of I Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Order to the following on this ^ '

day of March/ 1988:

David J. Berceau
Attorney at Law
39 Post Office Place# #200
Salt Lake Cityf Utah 84101

L
-5-
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APPENDIX

41-2-129. Purpose of revocation or suspension ;
for driving under the influence.
The Legislature finds that a primary purpose of
the provisions in this title that relate to suspension
or revocation of a person's license or privilege to
operate a motor vehicle for driving with a blood
alcohol content above a certain level or while under
the influence of alcohol or any drug, 6t a combination of alcohol and any drug, or for refusing to
take a chemical test as provided in Section 41-644,10, is protecting persons on highways by quickly
removing from the highways those persons who
have shown they are «ffetvfa*yards bv driving with|
a blood or hTffltll « 1 r ^ 1 ^ ™ ' ™ t above flHkrtain

level or while under the influence of alcohol or any
drug or combination of alcohol and any drug or by
refusing to take a chemical test that complies with
the requirements of Section 41-6-44.10.
m?
41-2-130. Chemical test - Grounds aod
procedure for officer's request - Taking Ifetnae
- Issuing temporary hcenses - Information to
obtain bearing • Report to department Department procedure • Suspension Additional fee.
OXa) When a peace officer has reasonable
grounds to believe that a person may be violating or
has violated Section 41-6-44 the peace officer
may, in connection with his arrest of the person,
request the person to submit to chemical tests to be
administered in compliance with the standards under
Section 41-6-44.10.
(b) In this section. Section 41-6-44 includes a
local ordinance similar to this section adopted in
compliance with Subsection 41-6-43(1).
(2) The peace officer shall advise a person prior to
the person's submission to a chemical test that
results indicating a violation of Section 41-6-44
shall, and the existence of a blood alcohol content
sufficient to render the person incapable of safely
driving a vehicle may, result in suspension or revocation of the person's license or privilege to operate
a motor vehicle.
(3) If the person submits to that chemical test and
the results indicate a blood or breath alcohol
content in violation of Section 41-6-44, or if the
officer makes a determination, bftffij on reasonable
grcAjajJs, that the persoo is otherwise in violation of
Section 41-6-44, the officer directing administration of the test or making the determination shall
serve on the person, on behalf of the division,
immediate notice of the division's intention to
suspend the person's privilege or license to operate
a vehicle. If the officer serves that immediate notice
on behalf of the division he shall: (a) take the Utah
license certificate or permit, if any, of the operator;
(b) issue a temporary license effective for only 30
days; and (c) supply to the operator, on a form to
be approved by the division, basic information regarding how to obtain a prompt hearing before the
division. A citation issued by the officer may, if
approved as to form by the division, serve also as
the temporary license.
(4) The peace officer serving the notice shall send
to the division within five days after the date of
arrest and service of the notice the person's license
along with a copy of the citation issued regarding
the offense, and a signed report indicating the chemical test results, if any, and any other basis for the
officer's determination that the person has violated
Section 41-6-44. Each report shall be ort a form
approved by the division.
(5Xa) Upon written request, the division shall
Cooe« Co

\1

M6«ftf'V*ttd«

4i-2-1ii.

grahf to'the rkrson in opportunity to be heard
within 30 days softer the date of arrest. The request
shall be rmtde *ithfn ten days of the date of the
arrest.
• (b)A*heiu^tgt if held, shall be''before the division in the cointy in which the arrest occurred,
unless the division and the person agree that the
hearing may be held in some other county. The
hearing shall be documented and shall cover the
issues of whether a peace officer had reasonable
grounds to believe the person to have been operating
a motor vehicle in* violation of Section 41-644,
whether the person refused to submit to the test,
and the test results, ,if any. In connection with a
hearing the division or its authorized agent may
administer oaths and may issue subpoenas for the
attendance of witnesses and the production of relevant books and papers. One or more members of
the division may conduct the hearing.
(c) Any decision made after a hearing before
any number of the members of the division is as
valid u if .made after * hearing before the full
membership of the division. After the hearing, the
division shall order whether the person's license to
operate a motor vehicle be suspended or not.
, (d) A first suspension, whether ordered or not
challenged under this subsection, is for a period of
90 days, beginning on the 31st day after the date of
the arrest. A second or subsequent suspension under
thii subsection is for a period of 120 days, beginning on the 31st day after the date of arrest.
(e) The division shall assess against a person, in
addition to any fee imposed under Subsection 41-2112(6), a fee under Section 41-2-103, which shall
be paid before the person's driving privilege is reinstated, to cover administrative costs. This fee shall
be cancelled if the person obtains an unappealed
division hearing or court decision that the suspension was not proper. A person whose license has
been suspended by the division under this subsection
may file a petition within 30 days after the suspension for a hearing in the matter which, if held, is
governed by Section 41-2-131.
i*7
41-2-131. (Effective through December 31, 19S7).
Filing a petition for bearing - Judicial review of
license cancellation, revocation or suspension •
Scope of review.
(1) A person denied a license or whose license has
been cancelled, suspended, or revoked by the division, except where the cancellation or revocation is
mandatory under this title, or the suspension occurred under Section 41-2-130, may file a petition
within 30 days for a hearing in the matter in a court
of record in t>ie county where the person resides.
Persons not residing in the state shall file in Salt
Lake County j>r the county where the offense occurred which resulted in the cancellation, suspension,
or revocation.
(2) The court hearing the petition shall set the
matter for hearing upon ten days' written notice to
the division, t h e court's jurisdiction is limited to a
review of the record to determine whether or not the
division's decision was arbitrary or capricious.
\m
41-2-131. (Effective January 1,19*S). Filing a
petition for bearing - Judicial review of license
cancelation, revocation or suspension - Scope of
review.

(1) A person denied a license or whose license has
been cancelled* suspended, or revoked by the division may seek judicial review of the division's
order.

For Annotations, consult CODE nCo's Annotation Service
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°saotor vehicles

penalties, or that governs m y combination of those
matters, shall be consistent with the provisions in
this code which govern those matter*.
(2) An ordinance adopted by a local authority
that governs reckless driving, or operating a vehicle
in willful or wanton disregard for the safety of.
persons or property shall be consistent with the
provisions of this code wfcicfc fpveniftoae matters.
41-6-43.lt). Rsptaisi,
US
41-4-44. Drtvteg aadcr the taitaesce of akofcol
or drag or with specified or ansaft Wood akofcol
content • MeeaoresftefU of Mood or breath
alcohol. Criminal p«ntohmtnt - Arret wtthot
warrant • Psaarflea • gasywslon or rtvocatJoa
ofUceaa*.
(lXt) It is unlawful and punishable at provided in
this section for any person to operate or be in actual
physical control of a vehicle within this state if the
person has a blood or breath alcohol content of
. 0 8 * or greater by weight as shown by a chemical
test given within two hours after the alleged operation or' physical control, or if the person is under
the influence of alcohol or any drug or the combined influence of alcohol and any drug to a degree
which renders the person incapable of safely operating a vehicle.
•#' '
(b) The fact that a person charged with violating this section is or has been legally entitled to use
alcohol or a drug is not a defense against any .charge,
of violating this section.
• «
(2) Percent by weight of alcohol in the blood shall
be based upon grams of alcohol per 100 cubic centimeters of blood, and the percent by weight of
alcohol in the breath shall be based upon prams of
alcohol per 210 liters of breath.
(3Xa) Every person who is convicted the first time
of a violation of Subsection (1) is guilty of a class B
misdemeanor. But if the person has inflicted a
bodily injury upon another as a proximate result of
having operated the vehicle in a negligent manner,
he is guilty of a class A misdemeanor.
(b) In this section, the standard of negligence is'
that of simple negligence, the failure to exercise that
degree of care which an ordinarily, reasonable and
prudent person exercises under like or similar circumstances.
(4) In addition to any penalties imposed under
Subsection (3), the court shall, upon a first conviction, impose a mandatory jail sentence of not less
than 43 consecutive hours nor more than 240 hours,
with emphasis on serving in the drunk tank of the
jail, or require the person to work in a communityservice work program for not less than 24 bouts nor
more than 50 hours and, In addition to the jail
sentence or the work in • the community-service
work program, order the person to participate in an
assessment and educational series at* a .licensed
alcohol rehabilitation facility. '
<
• *
(5Xa) Upon a second conviction within five years
after a first conviction under this section or under a
local ordinance similar to this section adopted in
compliance with Subsection 41-6-43(1), the court
shall, in addition to any penalties imposed under
Subsection (3), impose a mandatory jail sentence of
not less than 240 consecutive hours nor more than
720 hours, with emphasis on serving in the drunk
tank of the jail, or require the person to work in a
community-service work program for not less than
80 hours nor more than 240 hours and, in addition
to the jail sentence or the work in the communityservice work program, order the person to-partici-
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pate in an assessment and educational series at a
licensed.alcohol rehabilitation facility. The court
may, in its discretion, order the person to obtain
treatment at an alcohol rehabilitation facility.
(b) Upon a subsequent conviction within five
years after a second conviction under this section or
under a local ordinance similar to this section
adopted. in compliance with Subsection 41-643(1), the court shall, in addition to any penalties
Imposed under Subsection (3), impose a mandatory
jail sentence of not less than 720 nor more than
2,160 hours with emphasis on serving in the drunk
tank of the jail, or require the person to work in a
community-service work project for not less than
240 nor more than 720 hours and, in addition to the
jail sentence or work in the community-service
work program, order the person to obtain treatment
at an alcohol rehabilitation facility,
(c) No portion of any sentence imposed under
Subsection (3) may be suspended and the convicted
person is not eligible for parole or probation until
any sentence imposed under this section has been
served. Probation or parole resulting from a conviction for a violation of this section or a local ordinance similar to this section adopted in compliance
with Subsection 41-6-43(1) may not be terminated
and the department may not reinstate any license
suspended or revoked as a result of the conviction,
if )t ,is, a second or subsequent conviction within five
years, until the convicted person has furnished evidence satisfactory to the department that all fines
and fees, including fees for, restitution and rehabilitation costs, assessed against the person, have been
paid.
(6Xa) The provisions in Subsections (4) and (5)
that require a sentencing court to order a convicted
person to: participate in an assessment and educational series at a licensed alcohol rehabilitation facility; obtain, in the! discretion of the court, treatment
at an alcohol rehabilitation facility; or obtain,
mandatorily, treatment at an alcohol rehabilitation
facility, or do any combination of those things,
apply to a conviction for a violation of Section 416-45 that qualifies; as a prior offense under Subsection (7). The court is' required to render the same
order regarding education or treatment at an alcohol
rehabilitation faculty, or both, in connection with a
first, second, or subsequent conviction under
Section 41-6-45 that qualifies as a prior offense
under Subsection (7), as the court would render in
connection with applying respectively, the first,
second, or subsequent conviction requirements of
Subsections 41-6-44(4) and (5).
(b) For purposes of determining whether a
conviction under Section 41-6-45 which qualified
as a prior conviction under Subsection ( 7 ) , i i a first,
second, or subsequent conviction under this subsection, a previous conviction under either this section
or Section 41-6-45 is considered a prior conviction.
(c) Any alcohol rehabilitation program and any
community-based or other education program
provided for in this section shall be approved by the
Department of Social Services.
(7)00 When the prosecution agrees to a plea of
guilty or no contest to a charge of a violation of
Section 41-6-45 or of an ordinance enacted under
Subsection 41-6-43(1) in satisfaction of, or as a
substitute for, an original charge of a violation of
this section, the prosecution shall state for the
record a factual basis for the plea, including
whether or not there had been consumption of

For Ajuftttttai* consult CootfCo'* Annotation Service
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alcohol or drags* or a combination of both, by the i
defendant in connection with the offense. The statement is an offer of proof of the facts which shows
whether there was consumption of alcohol or drugs,
or a combination of both, by the defendant, in
connection with the offense.
(b) The court shall advise the defendant before
accepting the plea offered under this subsection of
the consequences of a violation of Section 41-645 as follows: If the court accepts the defendant's
plea of guilty or no contest to a charge of violating
Section 41-6-45, and the prosecutor states for the
record that there was consumption of alcohol or
drugs, or a combination of both, by the defendant
in connection with the offense, the resulting conviction is a prior offense for the purposes of Subsection (5).
(c) The court shall notify the department of
each conviction of Section* 41-6-45 which il a
prior offense for the purposes of Subsection (5).
(8) A peace officer may, without a warrant, arrest
a person for a violation of this section when the
officer has probable cause to believe the violation
has occurred, although not in his presence, and if
the officer has probable cause to believe that the
violation was committed by the person.
(9) The Department'of Public Safety ifinli susperid
for 90 days the Operator's license of any person
convicted for the first time under Subsection (1),
and shall revoke for one year the license of any
person otherwise convicted under this section, except
that the department may subtract from any suspension period the number of days for which a license
was previously suspended under Section 41-2-130
if the previous suspension was based on the same
occurrence upon which the record of conviction is
based.
1*7
j
41-6-44.1. (Effective January 1,19*8).
Procedures - Adjudicative proceedings.
The Department of Public Safety.shall comply
with the procedures and requirements of Chapter
46b, Title 63, in its adjudicative proceedings.
r*7
41-6-44.2. Repealed.
iw
41-6-44.3. Standards for chemical breath analysis
• Evidence. .
(1) The commissioner of the Department .of
Public Safety shall establish standards for the
administration and interpretation of chemical analysis of a person's breath, including standards of
training.
(2) In any action or proceeding in which it is
material to prove that a person was operating or in
actual physical control of a vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol or any drug or operating with a
blood or breath alcohol content statutorily prohibited, documents offered as memoranda or records of
acts, conditions, or events to prove that the analysis
was made and the instrument used was accurate,
according to standards established in Subsection (1),
are admissible if:
f
(a) the judge finds that they were made in the
regular course of the investigation at or about the
time of the act, condition, or event; and
(b) the source of information from which- made
and the method and circumstances of their preparation indicate their trustworthiness.
(3) If the judge finds that the standards established under Subsection (1) and the conditions of
Subsection (2) have been met, there is a presumption
that the test results are valid and further foundation
for introduction of the evidence is unnecessary.
nrr
Coo*• Co
Pro»o. U U H

41-644.10.

41-6-44.5. Admissibility of chemical test restrts hi
actions for driving ander the raftnence - Weight
of evidence.

(1) In any action or proceeding in which it is
material to prove that a1 person was operating or in
actual physical control Of a vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol or drugs or with a blood or
breath alcohol content statutorily prohibited, the
results of a chemical test or tests as authorized in
Section 41-6-44.10 are admissible as evidence.
(2) If the chemical test was taken more than two
hours after the alleged driving or actual physical
control, the test result Is admissible as evidence of
the person's blood or breath alcohol level at the
time of the' alleged operating or actual physical
control, but the trier of fact shall determine what
weight is given to the result of the test.
(3) This section doe* not prevent a court from
receiving otherwise admissible evidence as to a defendant's blood or breath alcohol level or drug level
at the time of the alleged operating or actual physical control.
\m
41-6-44.S. MavJdpaf attorneys for specified
offenses may prosecute for driving while license
suspended or revoked.
Alleged violations of Section 41-2-136, which
consist of the person operating a vehicle while his
operator's license Is suspended or revoked for a
violation xof Section 41-6-44, a local ordinance
which complies with the requirements of Section 416-43, Section 41-6^44.10, Section 76-5-207,
or a criminal prohibition that the person was
charged with violating as a result of a plea bargain
after having been originally charged with violating
one or more of those sections or ordinances, may be
prosecuted by attorneys of cities and towns as well
as by prosecutors who are empowered elsewhere in
this code to prosecute those alleged violations.
iff?
41-6-44.10. (Effective throng* December 31,
1987). Implied consent to chemical tests for
alcohol or drag • Namber of tests - Refnsnl •
Warning, report - Hearing, revocation of license
- Appeal • Person Incapable of refusal Results of test available - Who may give test •
Evidence*
(1X») A person operating a motor vehicle in this
state is considered to have given his consent to a
chemical test or tests of his breath, blood, or urine
for the purpose of determining whether he was
operating or in actual physical control of a motor
vehicle while having a blood or breath alcohol
content statutorily prohibited, or while under the
influence of alcohol, any drug, or combination of
alcohol and any drug under Section 41-6-44, if
the test is or tests are administered at the direction
of a peace officer hiving grounds to believe that
person to have been operating or in actual physical
control of a motor vehicle while having a blood or
breath alcohol content statutorily prohibited, or
while under the influence of alcohol, any drug, or
combination of alcohol and any drug under Section
41-644.
(b) The pence officer determines which of the
tests are administered and how many of them, shall
be administered. If an officer requests more than
one test, refusal by a person to take one or more
requested tests, even though he does submit to any
other requested test or tests, is a refusal under this
section.
(c) A person who b** D e e n requested under this
section to submit to a chemical test or tests of his

For Annotations, consult CODEOC6'S Annotation Serrke
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Dfi\TE: February 29, 198 8

BAILIFF

Hearing pursuant to 44-2-131 UCA to determine from a review
of the record of proceedings before hearing officer if the decision
to suspend plaintiff's driving privilege was arbitrary and capricious.
The Court's review of the record together with the memoranda of
the parties and argument of counsel show that; the decision of the
hearing officer was based upon competent and pursuasive evidence and
that his decision was wot arbitrary and capricious«1

The decision of

the department is affirmed.
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DOB:
DA

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
NORMAN M 8ANGERTER

,OHN T

NIELSEN

COMMISSIONER

DOUGLAS 8 0 D R E R O

DEPUTY

COMMISSIONER

DEPUTY

COMMISSIONER

GOVERNOR
D

L

Bill M. Bevan
6424 So. Joan Cir.
Salt Lake City, Ut

9-25-53
11-15-87

DALE ELTON

ORDER OF SUSPENSION
84084
FILE NUMBER

1019337

BY AUTHORITY OF TITLE 41, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953, IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED THAT YOUR PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A MOTOlR
VEHICLE ON THE HIGHWAYS OF THIS STATE IS SUSPENDED FpR A
PERIOD OF 3 MONTHS EFFECTIVE February 29, 1988
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY DONE SO, YOU
IMMEDIATELY SURRENDER TO THIS DEPARTMENT YOUR UTAH DRIVER LICENSE, IF
ANY, AND ALL OTHER LICENSES ISSUED TO YOU.
THE GROUNDS FOR SUCH ACTION IS U.C.A. 41-2-130 AND THAT
A PEACE OFFICER HAD REASONABLE GROUNDS TO BELIEVE YOU HAD
BEEN OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE IN VIOLATION OF U.C.A.
41-6-44 (DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE LAW).
UTAH LAW REQUIRES ANY PERSON WHOSE UTAH DRIVING PRIVILEGE
HAS BEEN SUSPENDED OR REVOKED TO PAY A $50.00 FEE FOLLOWING
THE REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION PERIOD TO HAVE THIS PRIVILEGE
REINSTATED. IN ADDITION TO THE REINSTATEMENT FEE, A $25.00
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE FEE WILL BE ASSESSED WHEN THE}
PRIVILEGE TO DRIVE HAS BEEN ADMINISTRATIVELY SUSPENDED FOR
BEING ARRESTED FOR DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE.
IF YOU HAVE NOT VOLUNTARILY SURRENDERED WITHIN 20 D^YS ALL
LICENSES AND PERMITS AND A PICKUF ORDER HAS BEEN ISSUED FOR
THESE ITEMS, AN ADDITIONAL $25.00 FEE WILL EE ASSESSED AT
THE TIME OF REINSTATEMENT.
IT IS A MISDEMEANOR TO OPERATE ANY MOTOR VEHICLE UPO|N THE
HIGHWAYS OF THIS STATE WHILE YOUR DRIVER LICENSE IS
SUSPENDED OR REVOKED.
YOU MAY APPEAL THIS ACTION IN A COURT OF RECORD IN T^E
COUNTY OF YOUR RESIDENCE WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS.

cc:

David J. Berceau
Attorney at Law
39 Post Office PI. #200
Salt Lake City, Ut 84101

RESPECTFULLY * YbURS,

FRED C. SCHWENDIM^N, DIRECTOR
DRIVER LICENfSE SERVICES
DI 203

ORIVER IMPROVEMENT & CONTROL SECTION

4501

SOUTH 2 7 0 0 WEST

SALT LAKE CITY

UTAH 8 4 1 i q
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3-31-88

DAVID J. BERCEAU #0301
Attorney for Plaintiff
39 Post Office P l a c e , #200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone
532-5739
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF
BILL M.

FOR

UTAH

BEVAN
Plaintiff

OBJECTION

-vsFRED C. SCIIWENDIMAN, Chief
Driver License S e r v i c e s ,
Department of Public Safety,
State of Utah

Civil

Nej . C 87 8183

JUDGE

SAWAYA

Defenda nt
COMES NOW the Petitioner
of Fact and
alleges

Conclusions of R e s p o n d e n t .

that

memorandum
suspended

the Court

the driver
that

the Court

of

to enter

and

respondent
as of the dat
expressed

the C o u k* t did not

conclude

Conclusions
the

at

legal

lacks

this

time

memorandum

is on a p p e a l .

based

has relied

the

thjat the Court

took action upon

the matter

priviledges

6 0 1 , expressed

capricous

F u r t h e r m o r e , respondent

petitioner

the

of petitioner

Findings and

the respondent

decision and

in a signed

made no findings as

that

Findin

law that Utah Dept. of A d m i n . Services v s .

of arbitrary

jurisdiction

driving

from which

Service C o m m i s s i o n , 658 P.2d

definition

because

priviledges

to the

As g r o u n d s , petition

its judgment

the court

the Findings of Fact

as a matter
Public

rendered

decision of

of the decision
within

who objects

upon

upon

has su[<spended

the memorandum

petitioners

decision

this order as! a final

and

judgment;

wherefore, respondent should be estopped to submit Findings
and Conclusions.
DATED this 31st day of March, 1988,

DAVID Je -BERCEAU
Attorney for Plaintiff

